The risk aspects of EIS
and the application of
Loss Relief

Disclaimer
This Presentation is an exempt financial promotion for the purposes of section
21 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, by reason of article 16(1) of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005,
which has been issued by Kuber Ventures Limited, an appointed
representative of Sturgeon Ventures LLP, which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. The presentation has been approved by
Sturgeon Ventures LLP
The attention of prospective investors is drawn to the fact that amounts
invested in Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) Funds will be committed to
investments which are of a long term and illiquid nature and are therefore not
suitable for all investors. Neither the EIS Funds nor the companies in which
they invest will be quoted on any regulated exchange or market and,
accordingly, there will not be an established or ready market in participations
in the EIS Funds or the underlying investments. An investment in the EIS
Funds will therefore not be easily realisable before maturity.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction
in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorised or in which the person
making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so or to any person to
whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. It is the responsibility
of each recipient (including those located outside the UK) to satisfy itself as to
full compliance with the applicable laws and regulations of any relevant
territory in connection with any application to participate in the EIS Funds
including obtaining any requisite governmental or other consent and observing
any other formality presented in such territory.

You should be aware that investment values and any income from them may
go down as well as up and you may not get back the amount you originally
invested. No person has been authorised to give any information or make any
representation concerning the EIS Funds other than the information contained
in this Presentation or in connection with any material or information referred
to in it and, if given or made, such information or representation must not be
relied upon. In accordance with COBS 2.4 of the FCA Handbook the
information has been verified to the best our ability. All statements of opinion
or belief contained in this Presentation and all views expressed and
statements made regarding future events represent Kuber Ventures Limited’s
own assessment and interpretation of information available to them as at the
date of this Presentation.
Kuber Ventures Limited is not a tax adviser and you should independently
verify the financial planning strategies outlined in this presentation
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> Introduction – Dermot Campbell, CEO, Kuber Ventures
> Risks & EIS - Dermot Campbell, CEO, Kuber Ventures
> Application of loss relief – Sean Burrows
> Enterprise Investment Partners - Martin Sherwood

> Boundary Capital – Dan Somers
> Closing remarks – Dermot Campbell, CEO, Kuber Ventures
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Dermot Campbell
Risks & EIS

Biography
25 years industry experience
> Chartered Wealth Manager
> Chartered Financial Planner
> 20 years experience advising private clients

Dermot Campbell
APFS Chartered FSCI
Chief executive, Kuber Ventures

Market overview/
Background

The new world

EIS
• Launched to
harness and
encourage
spirit of
innovation and
enterprise

Autumn
Budget key
changes
• Refocused EIS
on genuine risk
businesses
• Principles
Based Test

Focus on
growth
• £20bn stimuli
• Improved exits
values
• Shorter time
horizons
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EIS Tax incentives
VCT

EIS

SEIS

Income tax relief

CGT planning

Generally higher risk
investments
50% income tax relief

No CGT or IHT

Income tax relief
50% CGT write off

Tax free dividends

Loss Relief

Secondary market
IHT planning

Loss Relief important.
• Future tax rates - loss relief

45% tax payers with CGT

Risks

Investment performance

Source: BVCA 2016 Performance measurement summary
https://www.bvca.co.uk/Portals/0/Documents/Research/Industry%20Performance/2016Performance-Measurement-Summary.pdf
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Key risks
Liquidity
Risks

> VCT’s
discounts
> EIS/SEIS No
Secondary
> Exit corporate
event

Tax Risk Loss
of status

>
>
>
>
>

Personal circs
Early exit
Loss of status
Mergers
Advanced
Assurance

Investment
performance

>
>
>
>

Specific risks
Valuation
Ops risks
Systemic risks

Dilution

> Working capital
> Investment
capital

Phases of a company’s lifecycle

Seed Stage

Early stage

A Round

Growth

Exit

• Pre revenue
• Pre trading
• Highest potential
return
• Longest time
horizon
• Greatest risk of
failure

• Post revenue
• Pre Profit
• Reducing
potential returns,
time horizon and
risk of failure

• Profits expected
immanently
• Reducing
potential returns,
time horizon and
risk of failure

• Profitable
companies
• Reducing
potential returns,
time horizon and
risk of failure

• Listing
• PE acquisition
• Buyout
• Trade sale
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High level risks
Specific risks
• Factors affecting an individual company
• E.g. loss of key customer/ member of staff
• Mitigation - diversify

Systemic risk
• Factors affecting lots of companies
• Macro economic factors
• Sector risk
• Market risk
• Investment style
• Virtually impossible to mitigate true systemic risk
• Can build systemic risk into a portfolio with over concentration
• Single manager
• Over exposure to single sector
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The ‘J’ curve

Diversification
Tax
Structure
Underlying
Company

Sector
Funding
Stage
Vintage

Provider/
Manager

Diversifying a portfolio reduces the
standard deviation

Diversifying a portfolio reduces the
standard deviation

Diversifying a portfolio reduces the
standard deviation

Diversifying a portfolio reduces the
standard deviation

Power of Loss Relief Portfolio example
10 investments - £100 each
Total investment £1,000

Initial investment

Net profit (loss)

Total return
post tax

1 investment fails

£100.00

£(38.50)

£61.50

2 lose 30%

£200.00

£0.00

£200.00

4 break even

£400.00

£120.00

£520.00

2 return 1.3 X investment

£200.00

£120.00

£320.00

1 returns 5 X money

£100.00

£430.00

£530.00

£1000.00

£631.50

£1,631.50

Total return

Fund Manager Choice
People

Mitigating risk

Process

Strategy
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Sean Burrows
Application of Loss Relief

Introduction
25 years industry experience
> Specialist in IHT, Trust & Tax Planning
> Former independent financial adviser

Sean Burrows
Technical Manager Manager,
Kuber Ventures

Case Studies
CGT planning

Case Study
Michael – Capital Gain on Shares
>HRT payer / IHT issues

>Capital Gain on Shares of £150k net of costs and allowances
>CGT bill of £30k (20%)

>IFA is considering Kuber Ventures or placing with one Provider

>Let’s compare what could happen in the event of 1/3 loss on both Kuber Ventures and one
Provider – each with 3 underlying investee companies per manager

Case Study
Michael – Capital Gain on Shares – one provider
>

£150k invested into 3 underlying Investee companies to defer the net gain

>

1 company fails year 21/22

>

Income Tax Rebate (respect of £50k)

>

Gain Arises (£38.7k at 20%)

- £ 7,740

>

Loss Relief (£35k at 40%)

+ £14,000

>

£50k loss client actually gets back £21,260 (57.48% Loss)

+ £15,000

Case Study
Michael – Capital Gain on Shares – Kuber Ventures
>

£150k invested into 15 investment managers who invest into 3 underlying Investee
companies each giving a total of 45 investee companies to defer the net gain

>

19/20 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT

>

20/21 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT

>

21/22 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT

>

22/23 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT

>

23/24 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT

>

In other words – No CGT on a £50k gain!

Case Study
Michael – Capital Gain on Shares – Kuber Ventures
>

£150k invested into 45 underlying Investee companies to defer the net gain

>

A third of those companies fail

>

Income Tax Rebate

>

Gain Arises but use CGT allowances- £

>

Loss Relief (£35k at 40%)

>

£50k loss client actually gets back £29,000 (42% Loss)

>

Really? – is that the best we can do?

+ £15,000

0

+ £14,000

Case Study
Michael – Capital Gain on Shares – Kuber Ventures
>

£150k invested into 15 investment managers who invest into 3 underlying Investee
companies each giving a total of 45 investee companies to defer the net gain

>

19/20 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT

>

20/21 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT

>

21/22 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT
- £24k EIS matures – Rolled into another EIS gets £7.2k Income Tax Rebate

>

22/23 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT
- £24k EIS matures – Rolled into another EIS gets £7.2k Income Tax Rebate

>

23/24 3 Investee Companies fail - £10k gain arises less CGT allowance = No CGT
- £24k EIS matures – Rolled into another EIS gets £7.2k Income Tax Rebate

Case Study
Michael – Capital Gain on Shares – Kuber Ventures
>

£150k invested into 45 underlying Investee companies to defer the net gain

>

A third of those companies fail

>

Initial Income Tax Rebate

+ £15,000

>

Rolled over Income Tax Rebate

+ £21,600

>

Gain Arises but use CGT allowances- £

>

Loss Relief (£35k at 40%)

>

£50k loss client actually gets back £50,600 (No Loss)

0

+ £14,000

Summary
Loss Relief

>
>
>
>

By proper planning Capital Gains can be mitigated
Important to understand your client’s future income tax position
Greater diversification gives a better chances to mitigate/reduce future Capital Gains
Greater diversification also means greater protection for not just CGT but also for
IHT planning
> Greater diversification helps with investment risk
> Head towards Greater Diversification through Kuber Ventures

Disclaimer
For financial advisers and professional client discussion purposes only
This Presentation is an exempt financial promotion for the purposes of section
21 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, by reason of article 16(1) of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005,
which has been issued by Kuber Ventures Limited, an appointed
representative of Sturgeon Ventures LLP, which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. The presentation has been approved by
Sturgeon Ventures LLP
The attention of prospective investors is drawn to the fact that amounts
invested in Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) Funds will be committed to
investments which are of a long term and illiquid nature and are therefore not
suitable for all investors. Neither the EIS Funds nor the companies in which
they invest will be quoted on any regulated exchange or market and,
accordingly, there will not be an established or ready market in participations
in the EIS Funds or the underlying investments. An investment in the EIS
Funds will therefore not be easily realisable before maturity.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction
in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorised or in which the person
making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so or to any person to
whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. It is the responsibility
of each recipient (including those located outside the UK) to satisfy itself as to
full compliance with the applicable laws and regulations of any relevant
territory in connection with any application to participate in the EIS Funds
including obtaining any requisite governmental or other consent and observing
any other formality presented in
such territory.

You should be aware that investment values and any income from them may
go down as well as up and you may not get back the amount you originally
invested. No person has been authorised to give any information or make any
representation concerning the EIS Funds other than the information contained
in this Presentation or in connection with any material or information referred
to in it and, if given or made, such information or representation must not be
relied upon. In accordance with COBS 2.4 of the FCA Handbook the
information has been verified to the best our ability. All statements of opinion
or belief contained in this Presentation and all views expressed and
statements made regarding future events represent Kuber Ventures Limited’s
own assessment and interpretation of information available to them as at the
date of this Presentation.
Kuber Ventures Limited is not a tax adviser and you should independently
verify the financial planning strategies outlined in this presentation

Any questions?

Martin Sherwood
Enterprise Investment Partners

UNDERSTAND THE RISKS
• Your capital is at risk and you may
not get back the amount invested

•

Any stated returns are for
illustrative purposes only and no
forecast (guaranteed or otherwise)
is implied or should be inferred

• You should not invest if you are likely
to require the capital in the near
term

•

Tax legislation can change and
depends on personal
circumstances

• Past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future performance

•

Tax reliefs are dependent on the
company maintaining its qualifying
status

• No established market exists for the
trading of shares in private
companies, making it difficult to sell
shares

•

It is highly speculative and
potential investors should be
aware that they could lose the
total value of their investment

• Investment in unquoted companies
carries high risks
This summary has been approved by Enterprise Investment Partners LLP which is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 604439). It is
not an offer to invest in any of the investments. Investment can only be made on
the basis of the full Information Memorandum and examination of the risk factors
contained therein. We recommend you seek advice from an independent financial
adviser authorised under the Financial Services & Markets Act 2000 who
specialises in investments of this type before investing.

FCA Authorised AIFM with over £120m Under Management

Sponsor and Promoter of

EIS SEIS

BR

Leisure and Hospitality, Media, and Knowledge Intensive Sectors

•

Corporate Finance

•

Compliance Consulting

•

Investment Management

•

Appointed Representatives

A SUCCESS AND A FAILURE

BRITISH COUNTRY INNS

BRITISH COUNTRY INNS

•

A series of 4 EIS companies promoted by Smith & Williamson 2005 – 2007

•

Acquired portfolio of country pubs with the plan to exit after 5 years

•

Appointed management team with recent track record of successful exit

•

Three out of four companies geared in order to enhance investor returns

BANKING CRISIS

•

In late 2008, RBS started calling in loans

•

Obliged to agree a schedule of debt reduction

•

Had to sell off pubs to pay the bank back

•

Huge distraction / Time commitment

•

Regular change of bank personnel

•

Excessive arrangement fees

OTHER NEGATIVE FACTORS
•

Smoking ban 2007

•

Beer price competition with supermarkets

•

Collapse in pub prices (average 40% drop)

•

Reduction in pub numbers (by c. 30%)

•

Shift of emphasis from drink to food

•

Increased competition for the Eating Out £

OUTCOME

•

Shareholder consultation in 2011 backed policy of holding on

•

Pubs sold for good offers when possible

•

By 2015, seeking offers for all pubs

•

Very little demand for country pubs

•

Full sale process via Christies Q3, 2017

•

They’re still not sold

•

Likely returns 20p – 40p fee £1 share

AN INVESTOR SUCCESS STORY

OVERVIEW

•

Darwin & Wallace comes from a long line of successful bar/restaurant
developments by Imbiba

•

Vision to create a contemporary version of a London pub

•

Successful collaboration between Mel Marriott (entrepreneur), Imbiba
and Enterprise Investment Partners

DARWIN & WALLACE STRATEGY
•

Acquire underperforming but high quality sites in affluent London

“villages”
•

Unbranded group of sites with consumer offer tailored to site

•

Open 7 sites over 5 year period

•

“Neighbourhood bars more home than high street”

•

Target investor return 2.5x

BRANCH OPENINGS
•

March 2013 – Pimlico

•

May 2014 – Clapham

•

November 2015 – Richmond

•

April 2016 – Chiswick

•

July 2017 – Battersea

•

May 2018 – Wimbledon

PIMLICO

CLAPHAM

RICHMOND

CHISWICK

BATTERSEA

WIMBLEDON

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Turnover (£m)

EBITDA (£m)

12 months to May 2015

£4.0m

£0.8m

12 months to May 2016

£6.3m

£1.6m

12 months to May 2017

£9.5m

£2.4m

TRACK RECORD OF PREVIOUS IMBIBA LONDON BUSINESSES
2016 -- Casper & Cole launch
2015 – Wright & Bell launch
2014 – Ruth & Robinson launch
2013 – Drake & Morgan exit (5.7x)
2012 – Camm & Hooper launch
2012 – Darwin & Wallace launch
2008 – Drake & Morgan launch
2006 – Lewis & Clark exit (3.7x)
2002 – Thomas & Carter exit (2.3x)
2000 – Smith & Jones exit (2.2x)

ACHIEVEMENT

•

Collection of outstanding sites in and around London

•

Delivering high style and Central London glamour to suburban locations

•

Optimising space

•

Sophisticated social media marketing

•

Numerous awards

•

Potential shareholder returns

IMBIBA LEISURE EIS FUND
A joint venture between EIP and The Imbiba Partnership

• Investing alongside Imbiba in bar and restaurant
businesses in London

• An enviable track record, generating a realised
average compound IRR of in excess of 35% per
annum over 18 years
• 10 previous EIS offers helping start-ups in the

bar/restaurant sector
• “Best Exit” award, EISA Awards 2014 for sale of
Drake & Morgan which generated 5.7x cash
• Major commitment by Imbiba and EIP

SFC EIS GROWTH FUND
A joint venture between EIP and Start Up Funding Club (SFC)
•

Targets outstanding scale-up investment opportunities,
fast-growth businesses with the potential for future
capital appreciation

•

SFC has invested in over 100 start-ups in recent years,
including notable successes like Onfido, Cognism,
BioEpic, which have raised further funds at significant
multiples

•

SFC was named official partner of the London CoInvestment Fund (LCIF) in June 2017

•

“Best Rising Star”, EISA Awards 2018

•

“Best Angel Syndicate”, Growth Investor Awards, 2017

•

“Lead Syndicate of the Year”, UKBAA, 2016

EPICURE SEIS FUND

•

Diversified portfolio of at least 10 SEIS
companies in food, drink and hospitality

•

Extensive track record of award-winning
manager, Startup Funding Club

•

Growth support and partnerships – Tesco,
JC Decaux

•

Large and growing UK food and drink
market always suitable for disruption by
new companies and products

CONTACT
Martin Sherwood
T: 020 7843 0472
E: msherwood@enterprise-ip.com

Christian Elmes
T: 020 7843 0471
E: celmes@enterprise-ip.com

www.enterprise-ip.com

Dan Somers
Boundary Capital

Boundary Capital Partners LLP
Industry Insight
Private & Confidential

5 July 2018
Boundary Capital Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Company No. OC387581

Important Information

This document is a financial promotion for the purposes of section 21 of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Boundary Capital Partners LLP is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This document is
for information only and does not form part of any offer to purchase securities
and no reliance should be placed upon it. Please refer to the Investment
Memorandum before considering any investment in the Fund. The Fund is
primarily designed for UK sophisticated and high net worth investors in terms of
the currently available tax incentives. We are not able to offer the fund to US
investors.
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The UK is the main hub for tech investing in Europe
3500
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0

Source: Pitchbook December 2017
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UK tech investing has grown strongly
3500
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Source: Pitchbook December 2017
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2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

EIS and SEIS affected by legislation, economy and sentiment
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1,591
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1,034
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0

Source: HMRC, Boundary Analysis
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2013/14

EIS

SEIS

2016/17

Business services and high-tech lead growth
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Business services

Hi Tech Companies

Energy & Water Supply

Recreational activities

Distribution, restaurants & catering

Manufacturing

Other
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2015/16

Source: HMRC, Boundary Analysis

About Boundary Capital


UK early stage tech and life science companies



Formed 2009, fund established 2013



Venturer Model



UK coverage, offices London and Cambridge
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Experienced team have built businesses, and led over 14 VC funds with £200m+
AUM and 60+ exits. Fund multiples range from 1.4x to 3.0x

The Team : 3 Decades of Early Stage Investing
14 VC Funds, £200m AUM, 1.4x to 3.0x Fund Multiples
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Ernie Richardson, Strategic Adviser
– 25 years VC, former CEO of MTI Ventures
– 6 funds £9m to £100m+, 1.4x to 3.0x

Dr David Gee, Partner
– 20 years of industrial VC
– Former CEO of TTP Ventures

Dan Somers, Managing Partner
– Serial entrepreneur and investor
– Exited videoconferencing business

Dr Adrian Parton MBE, Partner
– Serial entrepreneur and investor
– Successfully grown life science and tech 3x-32x

Dr Richard Leaver, Partner
– Former CEO of Blue Star Capital Plc
– Invested and successfully exited 4 funds

Grant Hawthorne, Partner
– COO/CFO in tech businesses
– Raised capital and exited 3.3x-8.3x

Current Portfolio - Selection

Genome editing software

Disruptive security software

Portable X-ray devices
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Predictive analytics software

Data retrieval software

Anti-microbial

Carbon fibre wheels

Sports wearable for preventing injury

Alzheimer’s therapeutic

BCP Track Record : Recent exits

Matrix MicroSciences
Exit: $20m
Multiple : 4x
Genera Technologies
Exit: $17m
Multiple : 200x

Cronto
Exit: €17m
Multiple : 37x

Exit: $37m
Multiple: 3.1x
Exits: £39m
Multiple : 3.3x
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Exits: £12m
Multiple : 4.1x

PurePotions Skincare
• Natural skincare ointments for dry skin, eczema and psoriasis
– Stocked by Holland & Barratt; Boots, Selfridges, Lloyds etc.
• Attractive market
– 1 in 12 adults suffer from eczema, 1 in 5 children
• Business OK but moving slow – c. £200k pa break-even
– Needed boost and founders recognised money + Venturer
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Before / After
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Venturer: Leslie Barber
• Experienced cross-sector senior executive
– Lornamead, European MD (2003 to 2006)
– Unilever – eventually VP Marketing (US-based)
• Moved into SME Environment in 2001
– MD at Lentheric Worth, MD Lornamead, CEO Incos
– Tech NEDs – 4848 Mobile, MyBiz Advisor Ltd, The Business Software Centre
Ltd, Gamesys, Mymobweb
– MBI H. Bronnley & Co,
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Outcome
• Huge opportunities
– “Clean Beauty” TV campaign
– Exit route Dr Organics
– International distribution

• Failed because
– Too dependent on single customer
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• Portable X-ray devices for mobile security
– Niche market with strong positioning in quality of imaging and
threat detection
• Opportunities for growth
– Attractive market
– Refresh product range
– Licensing hi-res imaging tech
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Venturer: Bill Mawer
• Smiths Group plc 2000-2013
– Smiths Aerospace
• Director of Sales and Marketing
– Smiths Detection
• President North America
• Director of Strategy and Technology
• President of Diagnostics
• AVS Partners: Advising small companies
• Working with UK Government (Technology Strategy Board) in Medical Diagnostics
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Outcome
• Corporate development
– Refresh product portfolio
– Industrialised supply chain
– International distribution

• Succeeded because
– Mission fully accomplished
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Outcome
• Corporate development
– Refresh product portfolio
– Industrialised supply chain
– International distribution

• Succeeded because
– Mission fully accomplished

4.1 x
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Fund Performances (June 18)


Exit Image Scan Holdings Dec 17. 4x in 3 years (59% IRR).



These are on BVCA guidelines – ONLY valued on last round unless exit


Home Run Fund I (13/14) inc. angel deals: CAGR 11%



Home Run Fund II (14/15): CAGR 32%



AngelPlus (15/16 tranches): No revaluations yet



AngelPlus (16/17 tranches): No revaluations yet

Excluding tax breaks
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AngelPlus Fund
Venturer Model
Evergreen fund
EIS and SEIS
Co-investment privileges
Fees
No investor fees at all
5.5% paid by investee +2% pa + £150 pm
Performance fee of 20% of amounts realised in excess of £1.10 (of £1.00 subscribed)
Compliant with all permissible intermediary remuneration structures
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B

dan@boundarycapital.com

Boundary Capital Partners LLP
London Office: 35 Kingsland Road
London E8 2AA
Boundary Capital Partners LLP is authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority
Company No. OC387581

T: +44 (0)20 7060 3773
dan@boundarycapital.com

Closing remarks

Market relationship without a platform

Managers

Advisers

Benefit of a platform

Managers

Advisers

Further Information
Helpline

Online resources

020 7952 6685

www.kuberventures.com
http://www.theaic.co.uk
http://www.hmrc.gov.uk

Disclaimer
For financial advisers and professional client discussion purposes only
This Presentation is an exempt financial promotion for the purposes of section
21 Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, by reason of article 16(1) of the
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005,
which has been issued by Kuber Ventures Limited, an appointed
representative of Sturgeon Ventures LLP, which is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority. The presentation has been approved by
Sturgeon Ventures LLP
The attention of prospective investors is drawn to the fact that amounts
invested in Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) Funds will be committed to
investments which are of a long term and illiquid nature and are therefore not
suitable for all investors. Neither the EIS Funds nor the companies in which
they invest will be quoted on any regulated exchange or market and,
accordingly, there will not be an established or ready market in participations
in the EIS Funds or the underlying investments. An investment in the EIS
Funds will therefore not be easily realisable before maturity.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction
in which such an offer or solicitation is not authorised or in which the person
making such offer or solicitation is not qualified to do so or to any person to
whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. It is the responsibility
of each recipient (including those located outside the UK) to satisfy itself as to
full compliance with the applicable laws and regulations of any relevant
territory in connection with any application to participate in the EIS Funds
including obtaining any requisite governmental or other consent and observing
any other formality presented in
such territory.

You should be aware that investment values and any income from them may
go down as well as up and you may not get back the amount you originally
invested. No person has been authorised to give any information or make any
representation concerning the EIS Funds other than the information contained
in this Presentation or in connection with any material or information referred
to in it and, if given or made, such information or representation must not be
relied upon. In accordance with COBS 2.4 of the FCA Handbook the
information has been verified to the best our ability. All statements of opinion
or belief contained in this Presentation and all views expressed and
statements made regarding future events represent Kuber Ventures Limited’s
own assessment and interpretation of information available to them as at the
date of this Presentation.
Kuber Ventures Limited is not a tax adviser and you should independently
verify the financial planning strategies outlined in this presentation

